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KeynotesProf. Peter A. HancockProvost Distinguished Research ProfessorUniversity of Central FloridaPeter A. Hancock, D.Sc., Ph.D. is Provost Distinguished Research Professor in the Department of Psychology and the Institute for Simulation and Training, as well as at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and the Department of Industrial Engineering and Management Systems at the University of Central Florida (UCF). At UCF in 2009 he was created the 16th ever University Pegasus Professor and in 2012 was named 6th ever University Trustee Chair. He directs the MIT2 Research Laboratories and is the Associate Director of the Center for Applied Human Factors in Aviation (CAHFA). Prior to his current position he founded and was the Director of the Human Factors Research Laboratory (HFRL) at the University of Minnesota where he held appointments as Professor in the Departments of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Psychology, and Kinesiology, as well as being a member of the Cognitive Science Center and the Center on Aging Research. He continues to hold an appointment as a Clinical Adjunct Professor in the Department of Psychology at Minnesota. He is also an affiliated Scientist of the Humans and Automation Laboratory at Duke University, a Research Associate of the University of Michigan Transport Research Institute, and a Senior Research Associate at the Institute for Human and Machine Cognition in Pensacola, Florida. He is also a member of the Scientific Advisory Broad of the Hawaii Academy.For full biography, click here.Keynote abstractAssessment and Utility of human Mental Workload: Past Successes and future challengesWhen humans engage in the act of cognition there is an associated emergent affect which has been used to characterize reflections of both the idiographic and nomothetic degree of that challenge. Such mental workload assessment has proved to be a critical tool in the practical evaluation of human work, especially when that work primarily involves interactions with advanced technological systems. However, the history of mental workload assessment has not been without dispute. Some approaches have principally featured the distillation and effects of the objective task to be performed; a nomothetic and task-load dominant perspective whose methods include approaches such as cognitive task analysis among a number of others. Alternative investigations have emphasized the way in which the individual reacts to resolve the externally imposed demand and such adaptive reactions are often couched in the terms of experimental and cognitive psychological research. For yet another constituency, the central concern is the efficiency of the on-going performance; often taken as indicative of current and perhaps also prospective capacity. I shall argue that each have, in their own way, contributed to the success of mental workload as both a construct and a practical tool. Yet, inter-mixing and interpolating these differing perspectives has led to definitional and utilitarian disputes. I shall illustrate the problems of some resultant apparent impasses through discussion of the association-insensitivity-dissociation matrix which arises when different reflections of mental workload either agree (associate), disagree (dissociate), or are indifferent (insensitive), one to another. Resolution of such methodological concerns leads us toward a series of questions about the nature of the workload signal. While momentary workload level has been a well explored metric, many other temporal and functional characteristics (e.g., the effects of prospective load, the influence of previous load level, etc.) have not yet been sufficiently explored. I shall layout a brief road map for such exploration. Finally, I shall argue that not all workload is equal. Classic workload assessment provides little differentiation between those tasks that are involving and engaging versus those that are rote and repetitive, even when their absolute workload scores are objectively equal. I shall argue that our community now needs to explore and exploit these important affective dimensions, especially in light of the growth in interaction with ever more automated and ever more autonomous systems. Avenues toward such hybrid model developed are adumbrated.S
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THE STRUCTURE OF MY PRESENTATION

1) THE CONFLICT WE ARE NOW IN

2) HOW WELL DO HUMANS DRIVE ANYWAY?

3) FROM AUTOMATION TO AUTONOMY

4) A GLIMPSE OF OUR FUTURE



THE CONFLICT WE ARE NOW IN



WITH APOLOGIES TO AN EX-PRESIDENTFIVE SCORE AND SEVEN YEARS AGO, OUR FORE-
FATHERS BROUGHT FORTH UPON THIS CONTINENT, A
NEW CREATION, CONCEIVED IN DETROIT, AND

DEDICATED TO THE PROPOSITION THAT ALL MEN ARE

CREATED MOBILE. NOW WE ARE ENGAGED IN A GREAT

WAR, TO TEST WHETHER THAT VEHICLE, OR ANY

VEHICLE SO CONCEIVED CAN LONG ENDURE. AND

SO TODAY, WE HERE HIGHLY RESOLVE THAT THESE

DRIVERS SHALL NOT HAVE TRAVELLED IN VAIN – THAT

THESE CARS, UNDER THEIR CONTROL, SHALL HAVE A NEW

BIRTH OF FREEDOM – AND THAT CONTROL OF THE

VEHICLE, BY THE DRIVER, FOR THE PEOPLE, SHALL

NOT PERISH FROM THIS EARTH..



COMPUTERS ON WHEELS?

OR, CAR’S DRIVEN BY SUPER-COMPUTERS?

ARE TODAY’S VEHICLES -
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When humans engage in the act of cognition there is an associated emergent affect which has been used to characterize reflections of both the idiographic and nomothetic degree of that challenge. Such mental workload assessment has proved to be a critical tool in the practical evaluation of human work, especially when that work primarily involves interactions with advanced technological systems. However, the history of mental workload assessment has not been without dispute. Some approaches have principally featured the distillation and effects of the objective task to be performed; a nomothetic and task-load dominant perspective whose methods include approaches such as cognitive task analysis among a number of others. Alternative investigations have emphasized the way in which the individual reacts to resolve the externally imposed demand and such adaptive reactions are often couched in the terms of experimental and cognitive psychological research. For yet another constituency, the central concern is the efficiency of the on-going performance; often taken as indicative of current and perhaps also prospective capacity. I shall argue that each have, in their own way, contributed to the success of mental workload as both a construct and a practical tool. Yet, inter-mixing and interpolating these differing perspectives has led to definitional and utilitarian disputes. I shall illustrate the problems of some resultant apparent impasses through discussion of the association-insensitivity-dissociation matrix which arises when different reflections of mental workload either agree (associate), disagree (dissociate), or are indifferent (insensitive), one to another. Resolution of such methodological concerns leads us toward a series of questions about the nature of the workload signal. While momentary workload level has been a well explored metric, many other temporal and functional characteristics (e.g., the effects of prospective load, the influence of previous load level, etc.) have not yet been sufficiently explored. I shall layout a brief road map for such exploration. Finally, I shall argue that not all workload is equal. Classic workload assessment provides little differentiation between those tasks that are involving and engaging versus those that are rote and repetitive, even when their absolute workload scores are objectively equal. I shall argue that our community now needs to explore and exploit these important affective dimensions, especially in light of the growth in interaction with ever more automated and ever more autonomous systems. Avenues toward such hybrid model developed are adumbrated.



WHAT THEN IS AUTOPIA?
IT’S THE INTRINSIC PROMISE OF AN

AUTOMATED UTOPIA

It Offers the Prospect of a Collision-Free Transport System.

But is Such a World Possible?

And are “Driverless” Cars the Way to Achieve It?



Let’s Grasp the Essence of the Problem

From: Tingvall, C. (2009). Vision zero and distraction. Keynote Paper presented at the 
First International Conference on Driver Distraction and Inattention, Gothenburg, Sweden.



The Escape of the “Kinetic” Tiger

Haddon, W. (1970). On the escape of tigers. MIT Technology Review.



THE THEORETICAL ANTECEDENTS OF DRIVER-ASSIST?

Gibson, J.J., & Crooks, L.E. (1938). A theoretical field-analysis of  automobile-
driving. The American Journal of  Psychology, 51, (3), 453-471. Lewin, K. (1936). Principles of topological psychology. NY: McGraw-Hill.
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Lewin, K. (1943). Defining the 'field at a given time.' Psychological Review, Vol 50(3), May 1943, 292-310





HOW WELL DO HUMANS DRIVE NOW?



AS OF TODAY, HUMAN-CONTROLLED DRIVING
REMAINS CRITICAL BECAUSE IT IS:

iv) The Last Great Bastion of “Apparent” Analog Control.

i) A ‘Social’ Amenity of More than 100 Years in Duration.

ii) Perhaps the Most Daily Practiced of all Adult Skills.

iii) The Most Litigated of All Forms of Human Activity?    

IT IS ALSO THE ARENA WHERE MOST INDIVIDUALS WILL
FIRST INTERACT DIRECTLY WITH SOPHISTICATED ROBOTS



MODERN-DAY CARS ARE ROBOTS

BUILT BY ROBOTS

AND, MAKE NO MISTAKE …



PRIMUM NON NOCERE
(FIRST – DO NO HARM)

HOW MANY NON-ACCIDENTS HAPPEN PER DAY?

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM OF ‘NON-EVENTS.’

SO, HOW WELL ARE PEOPLE AVOIDING ACCIDENTS?

WE HAVE TO INDEX PRESENT HARM.

TO DO NO (FURTHER) HARM …

No Distraction Problem Here then …



CURRENT COLLISION RATES








ROBERT BOYLE JAMES MAXWELL

TO COMPREHEND NON-COLLISIONS, WE MIGHT USE PHYSICS

We might be able to USE 
Boyle’s Law (and Maxwell’s 
Demon) to the Question of 

Non-Collisions.

Hancock, P.A. (2013). Driven to distraction and back again. In: M.A. Regan, T. Victor, and J. Lee, (Eds.). Driver 
Distraction and Inattention: Advances in Research and Countermeasures. (pp. 9-25), Ashgate, Chichester, England.

But in their Essence, Collisions are a HUMAN Problem

And Humans are Far from PERFECT





DISTRACTING “THIEVES” OF ATTENTION
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FROM AUTOMATION TO AUTONOMY



BHP’S PILBARA MINE – WESTERN AUSTRALIA (WA)

“It should also actually introduce a lot more hours onto the machines, ... You don’t’
need lunch breaks, you don't need crib times or shift changes.” Tim Day (BHP)

“Now we see no plan to off-shoring anything to do with the Integrated Remote 
Operations Centre, ... we see it as a WA-led initiative.” Tony Ottaviano (BHP).
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"By eliminating those mundane, often dangerous jobs, you create safer and more sophisticated jobs."Mr Kirchlechner said the move to automation was the only way for Australian miners to remain competitive in the world market. "We have to do things smarter, we have to use technology to raise productivity, and that's going to touch on a whole spectrum of mining," he said."All the way from finding the new mines, processing better, mining more efficiently."



AUTOMATION AND ITS INSIDIOUS PENETRATION:
FIRST – AN ‘APPARENTLY’ NON-THREATENING EXAMPLE.



AN INSIDIOUS PENETRATION?

“Cows (either grazing in fields or housed in large
sheds) decide for themselves when they want to be
milked and form an orderly queue outside ... Some
dairy parlours are now milking 24/7 without any
human present.” (Private Eye).

Saki – :The Mappined Life.” “Put that Light Out”
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Between 1998 and 2013 (the last year for which figures are available) the average annual production per cow in the UK rose from 5,775 liters to 7,353 liters. This extraordinary rise is matched by technological innovations in dairying. Robots are being introduced that clean and dry the cow’s udders, and apply and remove the suction cups to the individual teats. Computers record the yield from each teat and instruct dispensers how much high protein should be fed to each cow while she is being milked. Cows (either grazing in fields or housed in large sheds) decide for themselves when they want to be milked and form an orderly queue outside the robot-run parlour. Some dairy parlours are now milking 24/7 without any human present for extended periods – with all the cost advantages that implies (once the cost of the £120,000 robots, each of which milks 55 cows, has been absorbed).Saki: The Mappined Life"These Mappin Terraces at the Zoological Gardens are a great improvement on the old style of wild-beast cage," said Mrs. James Gurtleberry, putting down an illustrated paper; "they give one the illusion of seeing the animals in their natural surroundings. I wonder how much of the illusion is passed on to the animals?"      "That would depend on the animal," said her niece; "a jungle-fowl, for instance, would no doubt think its lawful jungle surroundings were faithfully reproduced if you gave it a sufficiency of wives, a goodly variety of seed food and ants' eggs, a commodious bank of loose earth to dust itself in, a convenient roosting tree, and a rival or two to make matters interesting. Of course there ought to be jungle-cats and birds of prey and other agencies of sudden death to add to the illusion of liberty, but the bird's own imagination is capable of inventing those -- look how a domestic fowl will squawk an alarm note if a rook or wood pigeon passes over its run when it has chickens."      "You think, then, they really do have a sort of illusion, if you give them space enough --"      "In a few cases only. Nothing will make me believe that an acre or so of concrete enclosure will make up to a wolf or a tiger-cat for the range of night prowling that would belong to it in a wild state. Think of the dictionary of sound and scent and recollection that unfolds before a real wild beast as it comes out from its lair every evening, with the knowledge that in a few minutes it will be hieing along to some distant hunting ground where all the joy and fury of the chase awaits it; think of the crowded sensations of the brain when every rustle, every cry, every bent twig, and every whiff across the nostrils means something, something to do with life and death and dinner. Imagine the satisfaction of stealing down to your own particular drinking spot, choosing your own particular tree to scrape your claws on, finding your own particular bed of dried grass to roll on. Then, in the place of all that, put a concrete promenade, which will be of exactly the same dimensions whether you race or crawl across it, coated with stale, unvarying scents and surrounded with cries and noises that have ceased to have the least meaning or interest. As a substitute for a narrow cage the new enclosures are excellent, but I should think they are a poor imitation of a life of liberty."      "It's rather depressing to think that," said Mrs. Gurtleberry; "they look so spacious and so natural, but I suppose a good deal of what seems natural to us would be meaningless to a wild animal."      "That is where our superior powers of self-deception come in," said the niece; "we are able to live our unreal, stupid little lives on our particular Mappin terrace, and persuade ourselves that we really are untrammelled men and women leading a reasonable existence in a reasonable sphere."      "But good gracious," exclaimed the aunt, bouncing into an attitude of scandalised defence, "we are leading reasonable existences! What on earth do you mean by trammels? We are merely trammelled by the ordinary decent conventions of civilised society."      "We are trammelled," said the niece, calmly and pitilessly, "by restrictions of income and opportunity, and above all by lack of initiative. To some people a restricted income doesn't matter a bit, in fact it often seems to help as a means for getting a lot of reality out of life; I am sure there are men and women who do their shopping in little back streets of Paris, buying four carrots and a shred of beef for their daily sustenance, who lead a perfectly real and eventful existence. Lack of initiative is the thing that really cripples one, and that is where you and I and Uncle James are so hopelessly shut in. We are just so many animals stuck down on a Mappin terrace, with this difference in our disfavour, that the animals are there to be looked at, while nobody wants to look at us. As a matter of fact there would be nothing to look at. We get colds in winter and hay fever in summer, and if a wasp happens to sting one of us, well, that is the wasp's initiative, not ours; all we do is to wait for the swelling to go down. Whenever we do climb into local fame and notice, it is by indirect methods; if it happens to be a good flowering year for magnolias the neighbourhood observes: 'Have you seen the Gurtleberry's magnolia? It is a perfect mass of flowers,' and we go about telling people that there are fifty-seven blossoms as against thirty-nine the previous year."      "In Coronation year there were as many as sixty," put in the aunt, "your uncle has kept a record for the last eight years."      "Doesn't it ever strike you," continued the niece relentlessly, "that if we moved away from here or were blotted out of existence our local claim to fame would pass on automatically to whoever happened to take the house and garden? People would say to one another, 'Have you seen the Smith-Jenkins' magnolia? It is a perfect mass of flowers,' or else 'Smith-Jenkins tells me there won't be a single blossom on their magnolia this year; the east winds have turned all the buds black.' Now if, when we had gone, people still associated our names with the magnolia tree, no matter who temporarily possessed it, if they said, 'Ah, that's the tree on which the Gurtleberrys hung their cook because she sent up the wrong kind of sauce with the asparagus,' that would be something really due to our own initiative, apart from anything east winds or magnolia vitality might have to say in the matter."      "We should never do such a thing," said the aunt.      The niece gave a reluctant sigh.      "I can't imagine it," she admitted. "Of course," she continued, "there are heaps of ways of leading a real existence without committing sensational deeds of violence. It's the dreadful little everyday acts of pretended importance that give the Mappin stamp to our life. It would be entertaining, if it wasn't so pathetically tragic, to hear Uncle James fuss in here in the morning and announce, 'I must just go down into the town and find out what the men there are saying about Mexico. Matters are beginning to look serious there.' Then he patters away into the town, and talks in a highly serious voice to the tobacconist, incidentally buying an ounce of tobacco; perhaps he meets one or two others of the world's thinkers and talks to them in a highly serious voice, then he patters back here and announces with increased importance, 'I've just been talking to some men in the town about the condition of affairs in Mexico. They agree with the view that I have formed, that things there will have to get worse before they get better.' Of course nobody in the town cared in the least little bit what his views about Mexico were or whether he had any. The tobacconist wasn't even fluttered at his buying the ounce of tobacco; he knows that he purchases the same quantity of the same sort of tobacco every week. Uncle James might just as well have lain on his back in the garden and chattered to the lilac tree about the habits of caterpillars."      "I really will not listen to such things about your uncle," protested Mrs. James Gurtleberry angrily.      "My own case is just as bad and just as tragic," said the niece, dispassionately; "nearly everything about me is conventional make-believe. I'm not a good dancer, and no one could honestly call me good-looking, but when I go to one of our dull little local dances I'm conventionally supposed to 'have a heavenly time,' to attract the ardent homage of the local cavaliers, and to go home with my head awhirl with pleasurable recollections. As a matter of fact, I've merely put in some hours of indifferent dancing, drunk some badly-made claret cup, and listened to an enormous amount of laborious light conversation. A moonlight hen-stealing raid with the merry-eyed curate would be infinitely more exciting; imagine the pleasure of carrying off all those white minorcas that the Chibfords are always bragging about. When we had disposed of them we could give the proceeds to a charity, so there would be nothing really wrong about it. But nothing of that sort lies within the Mappined limits of my life. One of these days somebody dull and decorous and undistinguished will 'make himself agreeable' to me at a tennis party, as the saying is, and all the dull old gossips of the neighbourhood will begin to ask when we are to be engaged, and at last we shall be engaged, and people will give us butter-dishes and blotting-cases and framed pictures of young women feeding swans. Hullo, Uncle, are you going out?"      "I'm just going down to the town," announced Mr. James Gurtleberry, with an air of some importance: "I want to hear what people are saying about Albania. Affairs there are beginning to take on a very serious look. It's my opinion that we haven't seen the worst of things yet."      In this he was probably right, but there was nothing in the immediate or prospective condition of Albania to warrant Mrs. Gurtleberry in bursting into tears.



NHTSA LEVELS

A DESCRIPTION AND AN EVOLUTIONARY MAP



If  you Build Vehicles where Drivers are 
Rarely Required to Respond …

“Automation doesn't replace human performance, it 
changes human performance.”(Parasuraman et al., 2000).

AUTOMATION

They will 
Rarely Respond When Required.



SHERIDAN’S TEN LEVELS OF INTERACTION

NHTSA’S HIERARCHY IS FOUNDED ON …



THE MABA-MABA LIST

AND SHERIDAN’S DESCRIPTION IS FOUNDED ON …



LET’S HAVE A LOOK …

HERE
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When humans engage in the act of cognition there is an associated emergent affect which has been used to characterize reflections of both the idiographic and nomothetic degree of that challenge. Such mental workload assessment has proved to be a critical tool in the practical evaluation of human work, especially when that work primarily involves interactions with advanced technological systems. However, the history of mental workload assessment has not been without dispute. Some approaches have principally featured the distillation and effects of the objective task to be performed; a nomothetic and task-load dominant perspective whose methods include approaches such as cognitive task analysis among a number of others. Alternative investigations have emphasized the way in which the individual reacts to resolve the externally imposed demand and such adaptive reactions are often couched in the terms of experimental and cognitive psychological research. For yet another constituency, the central concern is the efficiency of the on-going performance; often taken as indicative of current and perhaps also prospective capacity. I shall argue that each have, in their own way, contributed to the success of mental workload as both a construct and a practical tool. Yet, inter-mixing and interpolating these differing perspectives has led to definitional and utilitarian disputes. I shall illustrate the problems of some resultant apparent impasses through discussion of the association-insensitivity-dissociation matrix which arises when different reflections of mental workload either agree (associate), disagree (dissociate), or are indifferent (insensitive), one to another. Resolution of such methodological concerns leads us toward a series of questions about the nature of the workload signal. While momentary workload level has been a well explored metric, many other temporal and functional characteristics (e.g., the effects of prospective load, the influence of previous load level, etc.) have not yet been sufficiently explored. I shall layout a brief road map for such exploration. Finally, I shall argue that not all workload is equal. Classic workload assessment provides little differentiation between those tasks that are involving and engaging versus those that are rote and repetitive, even when their absolute workload scores are objectively equal. I shall argue that our community now needs to explore and exploit these important affective dimensions, especially in light of the growth in interaction with ever more automated and ever more autonomous systems. Avenues toward such hybrid model developed are adumbrated.



THE CURRENT SAE LEVELS



THE HANCOCK LIST



LET’S GLIMPSE OUR FUTURE



UPON INTRODUCING NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Source: Airbus, 2015, With Thanks to: Michael Feary. 
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The first generation was very much federated system, but did have autopilots, and deHavilland Tridents actually had auto landSecond generation was the start of integrating systems, including 747-100 and 200, and L-1011Third generation includes the B747-400, MD-11 (although the MD-11 is arguably more advanced than some fourth gen)Fourth gen includes A320/330/340 and B787



ARE THERE THINGS WE DON’T WANT TO AUTOMATE?

FAMILY

LEISURE OTHERS?

RELATIONSHIPS



WHAT DON’T YOU WANT TO AUTOMATE?

GRADUATE SCHOOL

“Cows (either grazing in fields or housed in large sheds) decide
for themselves when they want to be milked and form an
orderly queue outside ... Some dairy parlours are now milking
24/7 without any human present.”

“STUDENTS (either grazing in fields or housed in large sheds)
decide for themselves when they want to be EDUCATED and
form an orderly queue outside ... Some UNIVERSITIES are now
INSTRUCTING 24/7 without any TEACHER present.”



CONSIDER THE COMPARABLE EVOLUTION OF THE AIRCRAFT PILOT

Hero Authority Drudge

Military

Civilian

Pilots – Are They Are Becoming Extinct?  

Or Simply Managers/Observers of  Ever More Autonomous Systems.
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Here are the stats from the union:• 94% of AA pilots are at 12th year of pay longevity. That's the top of the pay scale, meaning that they aren't getting pay raises unless they move to a bigger airplane or move from first officer to captain. • Total voting members – 8,119• Furloughed pilots – 1,550 • Average age of AA pilots: 51.6 years• Average age AA Captains: 54.4 years• Average age AA First Officers: 49.3 years • AA pilots under 40 years old: 83 • AA pilots over 60 years old: 560 • Years of service of most junior AA Captain: 18.8 years (date of hire:August 1992)The mandatory retirement age for commercial pilots in the United States is 65. Until Dec. 13, 2007, it was set at age 60.The younger pilots at American and other airlines that haven't been growing weren't happy about the extension of the retirement age since it delayed by five years their move to better-paying airplanes or to the captain's seat.On the other hand, cutbacks in pay and years on furlough have prompted many older pilots to stick around the extra five years to make up for what they lost. Peter, Let me ramble for a while and see if any of this is useful for you. As of the end of 2009, American had 8,092 pilots, according to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. The 2010 numbers are supposed to be out on Tuesday, May 24. I would expect the 2010 numbers to be very close to the 2009 numbers. To check, go to this link: http://www.transtats.bts.gov/DL_SelectFields.asp?Table_ID=302   Since the FAA changed the maximum age from 60 to 65 on Dec. 13, 2007, the cockpits at most airlines got grayer, I would guess. But I don’t know specifics. Here are some points to consider: The major, established carriers, the ones in business for at least 20 years, say, would have a pilot corps with diverse ages since they would have been hired over time. Newer carriers like JetBlue, AirTran and Virgin America would undoubtedly have a younger pilot corps and fewer pilots approaching retirement age.Most airlines did not hire pilots in their 40s and 50s – they hired them when they were younger so they could train them and take advantage of their training. My quick calculation off American Airlines is that the average age was 32 to 33 at date of hire.Because of cutbacks in pensions and/or salaries, a lot of pilots probably stayed beyond their 60th birthday.American’s policy was to only hire captains – i.e., pilots who had the right stuff to become captains eventually. So American would project how many years it would take for a new-hire pilot to move over to the left seat. If the person was of the age that he or she would reach retirement age before attaining the captain’s rank, that person would not be considered for a pilot’s job.American hasn’t hired new pilots in 10 years and still has more than 1,000 on furlough.  I don’t know when it will begin hiring again. Here’s a chart of American Airlines pilots that I developed for you that probably answers a question that doesn’t interest you, but that I found interesting: Place on seniority list           Average age when hired1-1000                                                                  35.9 1001-2000                                                            35.0 2001-3000                                                            33.8 3001-4000                                                            33.1 4001-5000                                                            32.6 5001-6000                                                            32.5 6001-7000                                                            28.2 7001-8000                                                            28.3 The chart shows that the average age at hiring had been dropping at American. One probable cause is that the supply of ex-military pilots was drying up and American was having to tap the civilian pilot supply. The numbers also indicate that while the pilots in the first group will, on average, have about 29 years in their careers as commercial airline pilots, the ones in the bottom group will have about 37 years until forced retirement at age 65. Here is the original information from the Allied Pilots Association. The graphic shows the number of pilots reaching age 65 in that year. If the graphic doesn’t display in the email, let me know. Projected Pilot Retirements Present - 2025�(based on retirement at age 65)  94% of AA pilots are at 12th year of pay longevityAverage age of AA pilots: 51.6 yearsAverage age AA Captains: 54.4 yearsAverage age AA First Officers: 49.3 yearsAA pilots under 40 years old: 83AA pilots over 60 years old: 560Years of service of most junior AA Captain: 18.8 years (date of hire: Aug 1992)  Terry Maxon 



LET’S CONSIDER ANOTHER “SKILLED” PROFESSION
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The same illusion pertains to our general thinking with respect to humans and tools. We see ourselves as creators of tools. This again is linear causation. However, when ‘we’ first used tools, we were not the creatures ‘we’ are now!



THE ‘APPARENTLY’ INEVITABLE PROBLEM OF VIGILANCE

Hancock, P.A. (2013). In search of  vigilance: The problem of  iatrogenically
created psychological phenomena. American Psychologist, 68 (2), 97-109. 

Holland, J.F., Leary, J.J., & Sweeley, C.C. (1986). Advanced instrumentation
and strategies for metabolic profiling. Journal of Chromatography, 378, 3-26.
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The same illusion pertains to our general thinking with respect to humans and tools. We see ourselves as creators of tools. This again is linear causation. However, when ‘we’ first used tools, we were not the creatures ‘we’ are now!



So it May not be as Much About 
HOW we Automate but Whether …

We SHOULD Autonomize?

The Last Day of Operation of the World’s Busiest Telegraph Office



The EVOLUTION From AUTOMATION to AUTONOMY

Automated systems are designed to accomplish a
specific set of largely deterministic steps (often in a
repeating pattern) in order to achieve one of a finite
set of pre-defined goals.

Autonomous systems, in contrast, are generative;
they learn and evolve through the input of
operational and contextual information and thus
their actions necessarily become more indeterminate
across time.

What LIMITS do We set on AUTONOMY?

Precisely HOW and WHEN Do We Set Such Limits?

Hancock, P.A. (2017). Imposing limits on autonomous systems. Ergonomics, 60 (2), 284-291.
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AUTOMATION: WHAT WE (HUMANS) USED TO DO OURSELVES

Elevator Operator Doorman

We are not just taking away work here. We are taking away 
TELETIC activity. These guys actually ENJOY their Job!! 

Don’t Some, or Even Many, Drivers ENJOY Driving? 



Will There Be Persistent Problems of “Mixed Equipage?” 

Always a Last Bastion for Petrol-Heads to Practice their Arcane Rites?



Driving has Often Been the first full expression of personal “Freedom” 
(Driving Solo) and its Last expression (Removing Keys from an Aging Parent).



THE DEVELOPMENT NEEDS TO BE A HUMAN-CENTERED 
NOT A TECHNO-CENTERED EVOLUTION

CURRENTLY WE ARE BEING DRIVEN BY

WHAT IS POSSIBLE, NOT WHAT IS ADVISABLE



In very early 1900’s in Germany, George Edward Stanhope 
Molyneux Herbert Had a Near Fatal Car Accident

TODAY’S LAST ANTITHESIS: ARE THERE
BENEFITS OF MOTOR-VEHICLE ACCIDENTS?
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Lord Carnarvon, prior to his death, was more than a silent financial partner in the discovery of the tomb of King Tutankhamun. Were it not for him, Howard Carter would not only have lacked the financing and the concession to dig in the Valley of the Kings, he would have also lacked the political clout for what was, in the early 1900s a very publicly visible pursuit. The English Earl of Carnarvon apparently did not grow up with a fascination for Egyptology. Rather he stumbled into it much like many others of his day. George Edward Stanhope Molyneux Herbert, the 5th Earl of Carnarvon, was born in his family home, Highclere Castle, near Newbury England on June 26th 1866. He succeeded to the Carnarvon title in 1890 and married Almina Victoria Maria Alexandra Wombell. Lord Carnarvon's early interests seem to have been race horses and the infant sport of motoring. Though he considered himself a careful "automobilist", he was certainly given to speeding, a habit that brought him before various magistrates on more than one occasion. One report in "The Autocar" described how, "like a flash", he had whizzed past pedestrians and cyclists at terrifying speeds of up to 20 miles an hour. Then, in 1901 while in Germany, he suffered an automobile accident that would change his life. While saved from death, he was left  appallingly weak, a condition that would make him increasingly vulnerable to the cold and damp of the English climate. Thus, he began to winter abroad, visiting Egypt for the first time in 1903. Cairo seemed perfectly suited to his delicate health, but he also found it to be rather dull. He therefore took up Egyptology as a hobby to help him pass away the winter days, little realizing at the time how much it would come to dominate his life, and for that matter, his future fame. He soon moved into the Winter Palace in Luxor from where he might oversee the excavations of a small concession he had been given, based on a request of Lord Cromer, in the area of Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, an unpromising site assigned to him in an attempt to cool his amateur archaeological ambitions.  Thus, in this time prior to all of our modern entertainment, he would seat himself in his large, screened cage, protected from the flies and the dust, to watch his men work, sometimes joined by his wife "dressed for a garden party rather than the desert, with charming patent-leather, high-heeled shoes and a good deal of jewelry flashing in the sunlight".  This effort resulted in little reward after six weeks of frantic digging, save for a mummified cat, still contained in its cat-shaped wooden coffin. This did not much squash Lord Carnarvon's enthusiasm for Egyptology, though this initial experience at excavation did convince him that more expertise was needed. Consulting Lord Cromer, who in turn made inquiries of Maspero, it was suggested that he meet a young Howard Carter, who apparently, hit it off with Lord Carnarvon very nicely. Lord Carnarvon needed a scholar, and Howard Carter needed a financier for his work.Carnarvon extended his Theban concession and even applied for permission to work at Aswan. "I thought I would have two strings as I am not sure I will get my wife to stay another whole 2 months at Luxor", he wrote, and later he added, "If I get what I want I shall bring out a learned man as I have not time to learn up all the requisite data".  However, that first season with Howard Carter was confined to the West Bank of Luxor (ancient Thebes). Though a small excavation centered the work at "Gurneh" was immensely successful. Carter managed to turn up not only the decorated tomb of Tetiky, an early 18th Dynasty mayor of Thebes, but another tomb containing two wooden tablets. Of these, the more important one was inscribed on one face with the precepts of Ptahhotep, a series of instructions for moral guidance. The other side was inscribed with text recording the initial steps in the expulsion of the Hyksos by the 17th Dynasty King Kamose.  The following few years were equally successful. Carter, under Lord Carnarvon's sponsorship, unearthed a whole series of important private tombs dating from the end of the Middle Kingdom to the beginning of the New Kingdom, as well as two "lost" temples of Queen Hatshepsut and Ramesses IV. Unfortunately, the success of this work provided them with the opportunity to expand the concessions into the Delta, where their luck would fail them. While still excavating at Luxor, Lord Carnarvon and his entourage including about fifty workers, moved on to Sakha (ancient Xois), but work there had to be abandoned after no more than a month "on account of the number of cobras and cerastes (horned vipers) that infested the whole area".The following year, the team turned their attention to another Delta site at Tell el-Balamun. There, they had some success, discovering a hoard of Graeco-Roman silver jewelry, but otherwise the work was uninspiring. Nevertheless, the association between Carnarvon and Carter continued. They had, from the very outset, had the aim of ultimately working in the New Kingdom royal necropolis known as the Valley of the Kings. Regretfully, that was a concession then owned by Theodore Davis, who no one seemed to much like. Still, they needed additional recognition to be considered for that contract, which came in the form of the discovery of the possible tomb of Amenhotep I. This was a tomb that the locals of Luxor had been plundering secretly for some time, and which had been initially robbed during antiquity. Nevertheless, this joint tomb, prepared for the pharaoh and his mother, Ahmose-Nofretiri, still contained a number of grave goods. Carter's clearance of the tomb brought to light a mass of inscribed vessel fragments, a large heart-scarab of blue frit and a collection of fragments from the Third Intermediate Period burials which had been introduced to the tomb at a later date. This was Carnarvon's first royal tomb, and it would fortify his interest in Egyptian archaeology. Some months before his death on February 23rd, 1915, Theodore Davis abandoned his Valley of the King's concession, believing it to be exhausted, which gave Carter and Carnarvon the chance for which they had been longing. They abandoned their plans for work at Hawara and the pyramid complex of Amenemhet III and by February 8th, 1915, Carter was at work on the tomb of Amenhotep III in the Valley of the Kings. This choice was Carnarvon, influenced by the acquisition by Carter on the Luxor antiquities market in 1912 of three fine bracelet plaques of carnelian which appeared to have once adorned the king's mummy. Carnarvon supposed that the tomb might produce other pieces of artistic interest. Indeed, Carter was able to salvage much from the smashed debris left behind, even though the tomb had been dismantled during antiquity. He found four of the original five foundation deposits, and clearance of the well and well chamber within the tomb unearthed fragments of serpentine, calcite, faience and wooden shabtis, broken vessels, pieces of a superb pectoral ornament of blue faience, quantities of beads, sequins and amulets, and one corner of a bracelet plaque in blue faience from the same series that had started Carnarvon and Carter on their search. Unfortunately, World War I was making its effects felt in Egypt. Carnarvon was stranded in Egypt during this period, and Carter's own energies were diverted more and more with the war effort as a diplomatic courier. However, by 1917, Carter was able to start work in the Valley of the Kings in earnest, with a focus on finding the elusive tomb of Tutankhamun. However, while thousands of tons of limestone rubble were removed from various sites, this was a time of disappointment upon disappointment for the Carter and Carnarvon which would tax the financier's patience. Costs were beginning to really mount for Lord Carnarvon and, by the end of a bleak 1921-1922 season, his enthusiasm was on the wane. Much as he hated to admit it, it seemed to Carnarvon that Davis might have been right in his observation that the Valley of the Kings had been exhausted as an archaeology site. Carter was summoned to Hieghclere to receive the bad news that Carnarvon was giving up. Carter had been expected as much, and he made an appeal to finance from his own pocket one final season of work. Any find would still belong to Carnarvon, as holder of the concession. Impressed by Carter's commitment, Lord Carnarvon relented, even agreeing to finance the final season.Thought Carter started the next season perhaps with little optimism, that all changed on November 4th,1922, just three days after starting what he must have thought would be his last season with Carnarvon. He discovered the top of a sunken staircase that by the end of the day would reveal 12 steps and the upper part of a plastered blocking, stamped over its entire surface with large oval seals. Carter could not read the name on the seals, but biting his tongue, he ordered the stairway to be refilled and the next day dashed off the now famous telegram to Carnarvon who was still in England.  Carnarvon made it to Egypt with his daughter, Lady Evelyn Herbert, about two weeks later and work began in earnest on the tomb on November 24th. After the stairway was completely cleared and the full expanse of the plastered doorway could be seen, it was clear that Carter had indeed discovered the tomb of Tutankhamun. At first, their enthusiasm was somewhat dampened, for at the top left-hand corner of the blocking were signs of re-closure, suggesting that the tomb had been entered during antiquity. They began by clearing the descending corridor, which also showed signs of a robber's efforts. By 4:00 pm on the afternoon of November 26th, the corridor was cleared and the team found a second door, again faced with plaster, stamped over with oval seals, and re-closed at the top left-hand corner. Not knowing what lay behind this doorway, Carter made a small hole in it and inserted a candle to test for foul gases. He then peered into the void beyond, reporting:"At first I could see nothing, the hot air escaping from the chamber causing the candle flame to flicker, but presently, as my eyes grew accustomed to the light, details of the room within emerged slowly from the mist, strange animals, statues, and gold - everywhere the glint of gold".Unfortunately, Lord Carnarvon would not live long enough to enjoy much of his success. Following the official opening of the tomb's burial chamber and all of the excitement that surrounded it, Lord Carnarvon departed for Aswan on February 28th for a few days rest. About this time, he was bitten on the cheek by a  mosquito, which he inadvertently opened up while shaving. Despite treating the wound, it became infected and he was soon running a temperature. He allowed his daughter to confine him to bed rest, which seemed to help, for two days later he was up and about again.  However, he suffered a relapse almost immediately, and arrangements were made for him to be moved to the Continental-Savoy in Cairo. Now, he contracted pneumonia, which was to mean his end. There was enough time for Lady Carnarvon, accompanied by her husband's physician, Dr. Johnson, to arrive by air in a Puss Moth from England, soon to also be joined by their son, Lord Porchester. But on the morning of April 5th, it was all over. Carter records in his diary that, "Poor Ld. C. died during the early hours of the morning". One of the most famous discoveries ever unearthed in Egypt was not all that Lord Carnarvon left behind when he died. Early on, Carter came up with a business suggestion which appealed to Carnarvon's pocket and added a little spice to their adventures. According to Carnarvon's successor,"Carter suggested... that some of the expenses of the work might well be defrayed by buying antiques in the bazaar in Cairo or elsewhere to sell them to collectors at a handsome profit. Carter proved very adept at this business and I...heard them talk of many good deals brought off in this fashion."The Metropolitan Museum of Art and the British Museum both benefited from this arrangement, though the scheme may or may not have ever realized much profit. For one thing, 's salary seems to have been a very good one for the times, and secondly, much of their "stock" seems to have passed directly into Lord Carnarvon's own collection. Carnarvon's taste for Egyptian art was developing rapidly, and by the time of his death, what had started off as a somewhat random assortment of purchased and excavated pieces ranked as one of the finest private collections of Egyptian artifacts in the world. When Carter listed the objects in November of 1924, they numbered some 1,218 objects or groups of objects. According to the terms of his will, the antiquities, should his wife choose to dispose of them, should be offered to the nation, and therefore the British Museum, for 20,000 pounds sterling, which was far below their true value. If the British Museum refused them, he suggested that they be offered to the Metropolitan Museum in New York at a price to be negotiated and fixed by Carter. Lady Carnarvon was unenthusiastic about offering the collection to the nation at a discount price, but did so anyway, giving the director of the British Museum until 4 pm on the same day to make payment. Of course, they could not meet this deadline, so she then offered the collection to the Metropolitan for $145,000, which they quickly snapped up. Also, Lord Carnarvon left behind the mummy's curse. Several weeks before Lord Carnarvon's death, popular attention was focused on a warning by novelist Marie Corelli that "the most dire punishment follows any rash intruder into a sealed tomb." Of course, this warning would not have garnished attention for long had it not been for Lord Carnarvon's death.  The public chose to ignore the fact that Lord Carnarvon was not in good health, and that indeed his annual pilgrimage to Egypt was primarily for this reason. About this time, a number of other people who, though sometimes distantly could be identified with the tomb also died, rumors became rife. In reality, most of those who were closest to the excavation lived out long, often rewarding lives, but of course, the curse continues to inspire movie magic even now.



DELTA: Makes a Difference

WHAT THEN IS DELTA?

THE DESIGNED ELIMINATION OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mind and the Brain of the Driver and the Vehicle Peter Hancock,  Department of Psychology, and Institute for Simulation and Training, University of Central FloridaOrlando, FL 32816, USA.Five score and seven years ago our forefathers brought forth on this continent, a new creation, conceived in Detroit, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created mobile. Now we are engaged in a great war, to test whether that vehicle, or any vehicle so conceived can long endure. And so today, we here highly resolve that these drivers shall not have driven in vain – that these cars under their control shall have a new birth of freedom -- and that control of the vehicle, by the driver, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.  



“Life’s a jest and all 
things show it,

I thought so once and 
now I know it.” 
(John Gay’s Epitaph). 

P.A. Hancock, D.Sc., Ph.D.

407-823-2310
Peter.hancock@ucf.edu

www.peterhancock.ucf.edu

ALL Patterns we experience are 
ONLY Sensory-Cognitive APOPHENIA






Questions?Thank You





“CAN YOU TRUST YOUR ROBOT?”

Hancock, P.A., Billings, D.R., Olsen, K., Chen, J.Y.C., de Visser, E.J., & Parasuraman, R. (2011). A meta-
analysis of factors impacting trust in human-robot interaction. Human Factors, 53 (5), 517-527.

(A Part of our Flawed Propensity to Attribute ‘Agency’

Domination is a Human NIGHTMARE, not a Machine DREAM



TIME VIDEO



SURELY WE HAVE BOTH A MORAL AND A PRAGMATIC 
IMPERATIVE TO CONSIDER PURPOSE BEFORE PROCESS

Hancock, P.A. (2014). Automation: How much is too much? Ergonomics, 57 (3), 449-454.



GIBSON/CROOKS, RASHENVSKY, LEWIN

MIXED EQUIPAGE

complications arising from interactions between human drivers and driverless cars 
cannot be solved with current representational models for decision-making and 

coordination. We analyzed an example of human driving in roundabouts through the 
ecological dynamics framework, which considers that drivers' exploratory activities 

rely on the utilization of affordances, rather than on the internal processing of 
information, which is currently the default assumption guiding driverless-car design. 
Driverless-cars present a remarkable opportunity for developing new technology to 

improve human interaction with the world. Ecological approach could be used to 
investigate how digital driving landscapes may be closely tailored to the drivers' 

needs through their own driving activities.

?



SCYLLA of SIMPLICITY
and the 

CHARYBDIS of COMPLEXITY

The Evolution from ‘Automatic’ to ‘Autonomous’ we
will witness an increasing attribution of ‘Agency.’
Experimentally, we are (and will be) stuck between the

Automation TO Autonomy IS suspended between 
Reductionistic “Controlled” Experimentation and 
Indeterminate Holistic “Systems-Based” Inquiries.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perception-Action Linkand Perception-Action Gap“During the day you can see a hundred miles. During the night you can see a billion years.”



The Eye of the Tiger

From: Tingvall, C. (2009). Vision zero and distraction. Keynote Paper presented at the 
First International Conference on Driver Distraction and Inattention, Gothenburg, Sweden.



Hancock, P.A. (1996). On convergent technological evolution. 
Ergonomics in Design, 4 (1), 22-29.

ARE HYBRID CONTROL ARCHITECTURES NECESSARILY A

STEP ALONG THE ROAD TO UNTRAMMELED AUTONOMY?



DRIVER-CENTERED VS MACHINE-CENTERED?



BUT

ARE WE ACTUALLY SHORT OF PEOPLE?





LOTS OF HUMAN ACTIVITIES ARE CHARACTERIZED
BY HOURS OF BOREDOM: MOMENTS OF TERROR

HOURS, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS EVEN YEARS OF PREPARATION FOR

HOURS, MINUTES, EVEN MERE SECONDS OF PERFORMANCE.

ATHLETES MUSICIANS ACTORS PILOTS

FIREFIGHTERS PARAMEDICS SOLDIERS RESEARCHERS



THE HEDONOMIC DIMENSION



Some People LOVE Driving … Others LOVE Their Car!



How Much Fun is NASCAR in AUTOMATED Vehicles?

But Then Again How Much Fun is NASCAR Anyway?



The Issue of Attributed “Agency” –
And How Easily Love Can Turn to Hate



Vehicle Control Expresses the “Will to Power” (Literally Sometimes).
Automatic Vehicles place Restrictions on that Freedom. How Long
Before ‘System-Wide’ Control Sub-Optimizes Individual Aspirations?
How Can we then ever Optimize the “Commons” of Driving?

More Than a “Box on Wheels” 
More than “Origin to Destination”



WHAT MIGHT VEHICLES REPRESENT?

An Orthotic Recovery of Your Mother

• Which Isolates you from the ‘Outside’ World.

• It Keeps you ‘Warm and Dry.” (Gordon Sumner)

• It Moves You almost Effortlessly from A to B.

• It is Your Own Personal (Private) Space.

• It’s One of the Most Valuable Things you Possess

• People Love Their Cars

Nihil Sub Sole Novum – With Thanks to Neil Lerner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was glad to hear and read in the abstract on your talk about some of our ideas as to the biological and medical aspects to look and think at traffic issues. I really like the idea how you described the issue on your abstract: "biomimetic principles" since I think that we might learn with this approach not only about the past and present but maybe about the future as well as not only the cars will become more autonomic but they might "talk" to each other and with the roads and signs as well. Future cars also aim to be more energetically efficient and we might look at deferent ways animals are efficient in the way they are built and communicate while they travel from one place to the other and avoid colliding.     



SQUARING THE CIRCLE

WHEN WE LOOK TO CHANGE THE VEHICLE
WE ARE ALSO CHANGING SOCIETY … 

ON WHAT PRINICIPLE ARE WE MAKING SUCH
CHANGE. OR IS IT ALL ON PRINCIPAL ALONE. 



The Role of Advanced Automotive Technology 
in Defeating Evil – The Standard Narrative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Home-thoughts, from Abroad    O, TO be in England  Now that April 's there,  And whoever wakes in England  Sees, some morning, unaware,  That the lowest boughs and the brushwood sheaf         5 Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf,  While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough  In England—now!    And after April, when May follows,  And the whitethroat builds, and all the swallows!  10 Hark, where my blossom'd pear-tree in the hedge  Leans to the field and scatters on the clover  Blossoms and dewdrops—at the bent spray's edge—  That 's the wise thrush; he sings each song twice over,  Lest you should think he never could recapture  15 The first fine careless rapture!  And though the fields look rough with hoary dew,  All will be gay when noontide wakes anew  The buttercups, the little children's dower  —Far brighter than this gaudy melon-flower!WINDS of the World, give answer! They are whimpering to and fro—�And what should they know of England who only England know?—�The poor little street-bred people that vapour and fume and brag,�They are lifting their heads in the stillness to yelp at the English Flag! 



MIMETIC PRINCIPLES

1) Physical Replication (Mimesis)

“Nature tends to copy solutions that work, and if aeons ago the
ancestors of our visual system (for example) managed to solve the
Many Properties problem, it would not be entirely surprising to find
that the later linguistic systems simply copied their solution. If this
were so, then the distinction between reference and predication
reflects an even deeper and older architectural feature of the neural
organization of our sensory systems .”

Clark, A. 2000. A Theory of Sentience. (pp 73-74), New York, NY: Oxford University Press.

2)    Biological Principles (Biomimesis)

3)   Technological Orthotics (Technobiomimesis)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are we humans in our “creation” of technology – simply acting as autobiomimetic agents? Automimesis = The process by which nature, having once discovered a solution to an issue, proceeds to replicate this solution in other realms. (consider quote in Montemayor p. 6).



Are They Each Equipped with Volvo’s Collision-Avoidance? 



LOCUSTS BLACKBIRDS

BIOMIMETIC PRINCIPLES

FISH BALLSSTARLINGS

INTENTIONALLY FORMING ‘A PREDATOR’ SHAPE
– OR IS THIS A CASE OF COGNITIVE ‘APOPHENIA?’

NON-COLLISIONS ON THE BASIS OF ADIABATIC PRINCIPLES?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nature tends to copy solutions that work, and if aeons ago the ancestors of our visual system (for example) managed to solve the Many Properties problem, it would not be entirely surprising to find that the later linguistic systems simply copied their solution. If this were so, then the distinction between reference and predication reflects an even deeper and older architectural feature of the neural organization of our sensory systems (Clark, 2000, 73-74).



BIOMIMESIS - PREDATOR-PREY RELATIONS

Also Happen On the Road



ARE SUCH PREDATOR’S … PATHOGEN’S IN THE TRAFFIC STREAM?

Whose Symptomatology Include … “Road Rage” “Tailgating” etc.



THE SHEEPDOG AND THE JAPANESE GARDEN

Metaphor for Interaction with 
Nascent Autonomous Systems

(e.g., Robots).

Metaphor for Context-Shaping 
of our Environment 

(e.g., sustainable design).

ONE LAST METAPHOR …

Hancock, P.A. (1997). The sheepdog and the Japanese garden. In: P.A. Hancock. 
Essays on the Future of Human-Machine Systems. Banta, Eden Prairie, MN.



TECHNOBIOIMETIC PRINCIPLES

THERE WILL BE MORE VEHICLE SWARMS

AND FORMS OF SWARM FAILURE



TECHNOBIOMIMETIC PRINCIPLES
ARE THEY: 

i)       PURELY METAPHORICAL?

ii)      CONVENIENTLY ANALOGICAL?

iii)     DIRECT REPLICATIONS?

Such Principles Allow us a Degree of Precedence
and Prescience in an ever-more complex world.

The Continuing Issue of Optimality and Change.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was glad to hear and read in the abstract on your talk about some of our ideas as to the biological and medical aspects to look and think at traffic issues. I really like the idea how you described the issue on your abstract: "biomimetic principles" since I think that we might learn with this approach not only about the past and present but maybe about the future as well as not only the cars will become more autonomic but they might "talk" to each other and with the roads and signs as well. Future cars also aim to be more energetically efficient and we might look at deferent ways animals are efficient in the way they are built and communicate while they travel from one place to the other and avoid colliding.     



SO, CAR CRASHES CAN HAVE STRANGE OUTCOMES

The Hancock Car Crash, April 14th, 2010 [98th Anniversary of the 
Titanic’s Sinking: To the Exact Hour!]. This coincidence Caused 

me to Think. So, in the Emergency Room I set a Goal ...



YET MY CONCLUSION IS THAT: ALL TIME
IS DELUSION AND ALL CHANGE IS ILLUSION!

ABOUT TIME AND CHANGE, SO

BEFORE AFTER



The Humans Are Dead



WHAT DREAMS MAY COME?

Transportation (Cars) are perhaps the Critical Battleground of 
this War.

Distracted Driver Runs Into Canterbury Cathedral

Not CAN we Automate but SHOULD WE automate? 
However, That Train Has (Already) Left the Station.

If so, is HOW We automate Now the Best-Worst Option?

Technobiomimetic Principles appear to Hold the Best Promise.

WE are NOW engaged in a Great ‘Civil’ War. Do You WORK for 
TECHNOLOGY, or, Does TECHNOLOGY WORK for YOU?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was glad to hear and read in the abstract on your talk about some of our ideas as to the biological and medical aspects to look and think at traffic issues. I really like the idea how you described the issue on your abstract: "biomimetic principles" since I think that we might learn with this approach not only about the past and present but maybe about the future as well as not only the cars will become more autonomic but they might "talk" to each other and with the roads and signs as well. Future cars also aim to be more energetically efficient and we might look at deferent ways animals are efficient in the way they are built and communicate while they travel from one place to the other and avoid colliding.     
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